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CHAMPION

Passion, Perseverance 
& Perspiration is all 

you need to become a
Deepak Negi 
from Finance Department, 
Support Office, Gurugram, 
at the 19th Oceania Master 
Athletics Championships, 
Dunedin, New Zealand

 

Deepak Negi at work



My dear fellow Fortisians,

The winter has started to fade and while there is still a bit of nip in 

the early morning air, the days have started looking brighter. I 

sincerely hope that this change in weather will also be sign of good 

things to come for all of us.

Meanwhile, a lot has been happening at Fortis. As you all know by 

now, Malvinder Mohan Singh, Executive Chairman and Shivinder 

Mohan Singh, Non-Executive Vice Chairman, have stepped down 

from the Board of Fortis. This was a decision that they have made 

and what they believe is in the best interest of Fortis. It is also 

against the backdrop of the recent Delhi High Court Judgement that 

upheld the enforcement of Daiichi Sankyo Singapore Arbitration 

award. In the light of this development, Malvinder and Shivinder, in 

the interest of propriety and good governance, have decided to step 

down to enable and empower the Board of Fortis to guide the 

company’s future.

On behalf of the leadership team, I would like to take the 

opportunity to thank Malvinder and Shivinder for their contribution 

to the organisation. They have played a huge role in building Fortis 

and we are grateful to them for everything they have done to get us 

here.  

You have heard me say this before, but the fact is that we have been 

on quite a ride these past few months. The trailing impact of 

demonetisation, the challenges thrown up by a slew of regulatory 

changes and the aftermath of the unfortunate case at FMRI, have 

kept us all quite busy. Nevertheless, with the support and 

leadership of great doctors, nurses and leaders, we have continued 

to make sure that all our patients are treated and cared for in the 

best possible way. I can not begin to tell you how humbled I am by 

all of you who work endlessly to uphold the Fortis promise in spite 

of the current environment and the challenges that have come 

with it.

Having said that, we must recognise that we’re just a couple of 

months away from the close of the financial year. It is time for all of 

us to put in all our energies and make sure Fortis continues to 

deliver exceptional clinical care and unmatched patient 

experience. I am a firm believer in the power of passion and if all 

17,000 of us resolve to achieve our goals and push ourselves to 

work for it, we will be unstoppable – just like Deepak Negi from the 

Support Office Finance team – who has made Fortis and India very 

proud (see page no. 8 for more details).

As I said before, a lot has been happening at Fortis but I do expect 

things to settle down in the very near future.  With that said, we do 

not have any additional updates to share at this moment. But I 

promise to connect with you as and when things develop.

Please do take good care of yourselves and I want you all to know 

that I very much appreciate the good work all of you are doing.

With much respect,

Bhavdeep

Message from
the CEO
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Fortis Hospital, Rajajinagar, Bengaluru, commences bariatric 
surgery programme

Robot Assisted Laparoscopic Pyeloplasty and 
Robotic Ureteroureterostomy were performed for 
the first time in Punjab by Dr Manish Ahuja, Senior 
Consultant, Urology, Fortis Hospital, Mohali. These 
surgeries help open blockages in the upper urinary 
tract. 

Dr Ahuja said, “Traditionally, the only way to do this 
surgery was the open method. This entailed a big 
incision on the patient, post-operative pain 
requiring immobilization, and loss of time from 
work. This was in addition to a big scar the patient 
had to endure throughout life. With time surgeons 
shifted to laparoscopy or key hole surgery. The scars 
became small, the pain decreased and time to 
return to work shortened. But for reconstructive 
surgeries, the precision was lacking. The surgeries took longer and suturing the structures involved in complex surgeries was 
difficult due to the chop stick like instruments used in the laparoscopic surgeries.”

Robot assisted laparoscopic urological operations performed for the first 
time in Punjab at Fortis Mohali

New Beginnings & Launches

Mr Abhijit Singh, Facility Director, Fortis Mohali; Dr Manish Ahuja, 
Senior Consultant, Urology, Fortis Hospital, Mohali, with his patients

The team of doctors led by Dr Aashish Shah and Dr C. A. Prashanth, Consultant, Minimal Access Surgery, Fortis Hospital, 
Rajajinagar, Bengaluru, successfully performed bariatric surgery on a 21-year-old female weighing 99 kgs. 

The patient had been steadily gaining weight gradually for quite some time but had put on drastic weight of more than 8 kgs 
in the last one year. Explaining the patient's condition, Dr Prashanth said, “The patient was admitted with a history of obesity 
associated with PCOD, pain in the joints and inability to walk for long distances due to which she was depressed. She had 
tried dieting and exercising for many years which didn't benefit much. Therefore, we had to counsel her regarding bariatric 
surgery. After a thorough check to determine her fitness for the surgery, she underwent a Laparoscopic Sleeve Gastrectomy. 
The entire surgery took 45 mins and was done with 3 ports, without any post-operative complications. The patient is 
recovering and feels more active and light now.”
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A unique open dialogue based 
initiative to develop enhanced 
synergy between all stakeholders 
was launched at Fortis Hospital, 
CG Road, Bengaluru. The 
initiative, called 'Sinergia,' aims 
to provide a seamless empathetic 
experience to all the patients by 
putting patient centricity at the 
top of the value list at the hospital 
and by focusing on winning and 
sustaining trust of the patients in 
service delivery. 

The first Sinergia meet helped 
draw several actionable points 
from various stakeholders and is a 
stepping stone for future 
enhancements and plans. The 
Sinergia meet will be held every 
quarter.

Fortis CG Road, Bengaluru launches 'Sinergia' programme to provide 
empathetic experience to patients

Panel of senior consultants from all specialities and Fortis CG Road’s 
senior management team members in a discussion

Dr Vishnuvardhan PS, Facility Director,
 sharing his thoughts Nursing team member expressing their issues

Marking the anniversary of Creation, a dedicated centre for assisted reproduction and fertility treatments, Fortis Hospital, 
Bannerghatta Road, Bengaluru, celebrated the occasion with the kids of Desire Society.  Desire Society, an NGO, works 
towards health development and well-being of children 
infected and affected with HIV and AIDS in India.

Dr Manisha Singh, Consultant Gynecologist and IVF Specialist 
Fortis Hospital, BG Road, said, “Team creation has 
successfully treated numerous sub fertile couples but there is 
always a small percentage of cases that do not succeed and 
then move towards adoption of a child. Today we wish to raise 
awareness about these little abandoned delightful kids who 
are an important part of our society. It was a wonderful 
opportunity to spend time with them and cherish them during 
this festive season of Christmas.”

Fortis BG Road, Bengaluru, celebrates 6th anniversary of 'Creation' centre

Milestones

Glimpses from the anniversary celebrations activity

Did you
know?

Over 486 Fortisians went through AHA Verified 
First Aid / Basic Life Support Training



e learning 

Our e learning offerings

Medical for Non-Medical Certification Online Course
quick and concise know how of medical domain, with an overview
of human anatomy & body system, medical specialties and fields,
basic medical terminology, investigations, surgeries & procedures.

in depth view of key medical specialities with assessments
which carter to specific product knowledge requirements
for day to day functioning on the floor.

gamified learning  module highlighting patient 
safety, international patientsafety goals ( IPSG ) 
& the role of an employee in patient safety. 

video based module on patient rights & 
responsibilities which foster quality healthcare.

bite sized learning module tracing 
the journey of a patient through a hospital

Medical Specialities online course

Patient safety Patient Rights & Responsibilities Patient walkthrough in a Hospital

@ Fortis

Comprising 4 modules & a certification assessment (90 min) 

* The e learning offerings can be accessed through Oracle >> Employee Self Service >> Learning
Management>>Learner Home. For More information connect with your unit L&D Team

Watch this space for more...

Comprising 14 specialty modules (60-120 min each) 

Comprising 3 modules (25 min) 
Comprising 2 modules (25 min) (5 min) 

1
1

3

2

4 5
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Fortis hospitals in Mulund, Kalyan, Vashi and Mahim celebrate Antibiotic
Awareness Week
A week long antibiotic awareness drive was celebrated at Fortis Hospital, Mulund, Fortis Hospital, Kalyan, Hiranandani 
Hospital, Vashi - A Fortis Network Hospital and S. L. Raheja Hospital - A Fortis Associate Hospital, Mahim. The event was aimed 
at raising awareness about judicious usage of antibiotics and the ill effects of antibiotic abuse. The drive comprised of various 
informative and educational activities such as documentary viewing, brainstorming sessions, quizzes, crossword puzzles and 
role plays. The drive across the hospitals received an overwhelming response from the participants and was a huge success.

Events

Felicitation ceremony at Hiranandani Hospital, 
Vashi - A Fortis Network Hospital

Antibiotics Awareness Week celebrations at Fortis Hospital, Mulund

Educative session underway for medical and administrative 
staff at Fortis Hospital, Kalyan

Antibiotics Awareness Week celebrations at SL Raheja Hospital, Mahim
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Doctors at Fortis BG Road turn into 'Laughter Therapists' on World 
Laughter Day

Fortis School Mental Health Programme reaches out to thousands of kids 
across the country

The audience enjoying the laughter therapy sessionDr Murali Chakravarthy performing in front of the audience

Dr Jagdish Chaturvedi delivering a sterling performance 
as a stand-up comedian

On World Laughter Day, Fortis Hospital, Bannerghatta Road, 
Bengaluru, organised a laughter therapy session for patients, 
visitors and members of the neighbourhood seniors' club. Dr 
Jagdish Chaturvedi, ENT Consultant and stand-up comedian, 
performed for the audience while Dr Murali Chakravarthy, 
Director- Clinical Affairs, Director- Dept of Anaesthesia and 
Chairman, Central Infection Prevention & Control Committee, 
made a special appearance to entertain everyone.

Did you
know?

Fortis volunteers provided relief to over 108000 people 
cross the country during the demonetization drive in 2016

Dr Samir Parikh speaking to principals in Delhi Dr Kedar Tilve and Tara Mehta speaking at a principals’ conclave in Mumbai

Be it the alarming media influences of the 'Blue Whale Challenge' and 'Thirteen Reasons Why' or the shocking incidents of 
violence in schools, now more than ever, there has been a significant concern around the physical safety and emotional well-
being of school aged children. 

The Department of Mental Health and Behavioural Sciences, under the leadership of Dr Samir Parikh, launched a multi-
pronged online and offline campaign across India to impart students, teachers, parents and teachers with the skills to deal 
with the crises.

As an integral part of the campaign, the team conducted 49 talks aimed at training students to critically evaluate media 
messages, make effective decisions and reach out for support from trusted adults. Via these talks, we reached out to over 
11,810 students and 472 teachers across the country.
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Kids of employees turn up at Fortis CG Road, Bengaluru, for some fun 
and frolic

Fortis Mulund organizes Pan-Fortis Infection Control Conclave, PANFORIC

Fortis CG Road, Bengaluru, hosted an event for the children of employees as part of an innovative employee engagement 
effort. The event, titled, Sprout – A Cultural Fest for Kids 2017, provided a platform for the children to showcase their talents. 
From dancing, singing and skit shows to playing musical instruments, the children did it all, amid thunderous applauses from 
everyone present. The fun filled event saw a huge participation from the employee and their family which made the event 
entertaining and engaging for everyone.

A Pan- Fortis conclave on Infection Control was organised by Fortis Hospital, Mulund. The event, themed ‘Infection 
Prevention to Control’, was inaugurated by Dr S Narayani, Zonal Director, Fortis Hospital, Mulund & Kalyan and Hiranandani 
Hospital, Vashi, Mr Raj Gore, COO-South & West, Fortis Healthcare Ltd., Dr Supriya Amey, Facility Director, Fortis Hospital, 
Kalyan, Dr Bishnu Panigrahi, Head-MSOG, Fortis Healthcare Ltd., Dr Rahul Pandit, Senior Intensivist - Critical Care Unit, Fortis 
Hospital, Mulund and Dr Murali Chakrvarthy, Director, Clinical Affairs, Anaesthesiology, Critical Care & Pain Relief, Fortis 
Bannerghatta Road.

Over 150 delegates from 21 hospitals, comprising of Medical Microbiologists, ID Consultants, Physicians, Intensivists, Nurses 
and other healthcare professionals participated in the two-day programme. The scientific programme centered on 
‘Prevention of Hospital Acquired Infections.’ Dr Murali Chakravathy delivered a talk on ‘Cost Analysis of Hospital Acquired 
Infection’ while Dr S. Narayani conducted a lucid and insightful panel discussion on ‘Device Regulatory Perspective on Reuse 
of Single Use Devices’. Enriching sessions on Tuberculosis and Biomedical Waste Management, by Dr Camilla Rodrigues, 
Consultant Microbiologist & Chairperson-Infection Control Committee, PD Hinduja Hospital & Medical Research Centre and 
Dr Rohini Kelkar, Professor & Head, Dept of Microbiology, Tata Memorial Hospital, were among the other highlights.

Glimpses from 'Sprout – A Cultural Fest for Kids 2017'

Seated in the centre (L-R) Dr Rahul Pandit, Senior Intensivist, Critical Care Unit, Dr S. Narayani, Zonal Director, Fortis Hospital, Mulund, Mr Bhavdeep Singh, 
CEO, Fortis Healthcare Ltd., Mr Raj Gore, COO-South & West,  Fortis Healthcare Ltd., Mr Michael Moorhead, National Nursing Head, Fortis Healthcare Ltd. 

and Dr Anita Arora, National Quality & Patient Safety Head, Fortis Healthcare Ltd., along with the delegates
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Meet Deepak Negi, the Golden Boy who is an inspiration for every 
Fortisian!

Continuing his winning streak, Deepak Negi of the Finance Team 
at Support Office, Gurugram, added three Gold medals (Long 
Jump, Triple Jump and 110 meters Hurdle Race) and one Bronze 
medal in (60 meters Sprint) at the 19th Oceania Master Athletics 
Championships, Dunedin, New Zealand. Deepak was part of the 
Indian contingent for the event, which was held on January 20-
27, 2018. Athletes from 12 countries participated in the sporting 
extravaganza for older athletes.

Competing in the 40-45 age group category, Deepak leaped 5.75 
meters to win the Gold medal for Long Jump. His Triple Jump 
score was 11.35 meters whilst he dashed through the 110 
meters Hurdle in just 20 seconds. Impressively, his jump scores 
were the highest amongst all the age groups. Deepak finished 
the event with a 60-meter sprint in 8.07 seconds, which got him 
a bronze. 

In October 2017, Deepak overcame the twin challenges of stiff 
competition from athletes from all over the world and a severely 

bruised hamstring to win three Gold medals at the 16th Australian 
Masters Games. He picked up a Gold each in the Long Jump, Triple Jump and 110-
meter Hurdle events. Earlier in the same year, he had won two Gold medals in the Long 
Jump and Triple Jump events at the 31th International Master Athletics Championship 
at Kuching, Malaysia, and two Golds at the National Master Athletics Championship, 
held in Nashik, India.

Deepak is now preparing for the USA Master Games scheduled for July 2018 and the 
Asia Pacific Masters Meet in September 2018 to be held in Penang, Malaysia.

January 2018

Deepak Negi with his three Gold medals (Long Jump, 
Triple Jump and 110 meters Hurdle Race) and one Bronze medal 

in (60 meters Sprint) at the 19th Oceania Master Athletics 
Championships, Dunedin, New Zealand

Deepak Negi after receiving his Gold medal 
along with other medalist 

 at the 19th Oceania Master Athletics 
Championships, Dunedin, New Zealand

Medals won by Deepak  at the 
19th Oceania Master Athletics 

Championships, Dunedin, New Zealand
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The Champion's diet

Breakfast 

Regular lunch served at office

Diet is an important part of every sportsperson 
and Deepak too is extremely cautious about his 
diet. Here's what a typical day looks like:  

 Banana, Tea, bread

Dry fruits - 100 gm, Protein - 30 gm, 
Fruits, Sprouts (twice during the day)

Post-practice

Lunch 

Chapati, rice, grain and saladDinner

Deepak prefers homemade food and indulges in 
Rajmah-chawal once in a while! 

It is crucial for every one of us to exercise regularly for at least half an hour every day. This is especially true for those 
who have a sedentary lifestyle. After 30-35 years, our body needs regular servicing, just as cars. Any light exercise 
such as walking or yoga can be taken up.

Tips for Fortisians

4:45 am: Wake up, have a quick breakfast and get ready 
 for a grueling day ahead.
5.30 am: Walk one-and-half kms to the nearest Metro 
 station, lugging two bags, one containing sports 
 gear and officewear, and the other a laptop.
6:00 am: Catch the day's first Metro train from Vaishali 
 (near Ghaziabad, Delhi NCR).
7:00 am: Reach Jawaharlal Nehru Stadium, New Delhi, 
 after  a km-long walk from the Metro station.
7:00 am: 8:20 am: Sports practice
8:30: Change to officewear and dash for the Metro station
9:30 am: Reach Office
6:45 pm: Leave Office
9:30 pm: Reach home, relax and spend time with family.
10:00 pm: Dinner. 
10:30-11:00 pm: Prepare for the next day.
11.30 pm: Off to sleep.

Every day is a race for this champion

Mr Bhavdeep Singh, CEO, felicitating Deepak at the Support Office

 Deepak Negi, after his winning performance

Deepak with National Flag after winning the Gold Medal

January 2018
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What inspired you to take up squash?

Since I have an Army background, I have been interested in 
sports since the beginning. Squash is an indoor sport you can 
play all around the year. 

Who is your favorite player?

My favorite is a gentleman who comes to the club daily and I 
have seen him play for the last 25 years. He is just 91years old 

and age is no bar for him. We all wonder when we will make 
sports a hobby and we all ask this gentleman when he will 
stop playing.

How do you find time in spite of your busy schedule?

Life is about prioritizing. Once you make fitness and sports a 
priority you can always find time.

What is favorite quote? 

Don't play squash to stay fit. Stay fit to play squash. 

Is there any achievement with regard to this sport, 
that you are really proud of?

In the Army, I had represented Eastern Command in the 
Services Championship.

Would you like to share a message to fellow 
Fortisians? 

The one virtue in life I have adhered to is discipline. Whether 
it is about serving a patient or enjoying a pass time one is 
fond of, being disciplined and committed would always 
stand us in good state.

Meet Dr. (Col) Rajeev Sood, 
Director - Urology, Robotics & 
Renal Transplantation at Fortis 
Flt. Lt. Rajan Dhall Hospital, 
Vasant Kunj, New Delhi, 
who loves to play squash

Conversation

Dr. (Col) Rajeev Sood,  playing squash.

Dr. (Col) Rajeev Sood, Director
Urology, Robotics & Renal 
Transplantation at Fortis 

Flt. Lt. Rajan Dhall Hospital
 Vasant Kunj, New Delhi

Dr. (Col) Rajeev Sood

January 2018
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Wall of Fame
Region: Delhi NCR

Fortis Memorial Research Institute, Gurugram

Meet Mr Bijoy Yohanna, Staff Nurse,
Emergency Department at Fortis 
Hospital, Shalimar Bagh, who saved
a patient's life by performing the 
intubation procedure all by himself 

You helped saving a patient's life by intubating him all by yourself. How did that happen?
The patient was brought to the emergency with complaint of difficulty in breathing. The oxygen level of the patient was extremely 
low and required immediate intubation. As we have been trained on intubation, I was thorough with the procedural requirement. 
The patient was critical and it was important to perform the procedure, so I went ahead myself. I am thankful that I succeed in the 
first attempt. 

What inspired you to be a nurse? 
I was interested in medical procedures, so decided to pursue nursing as a career. After taking up nursing as a profession, I realised 
the importance of our role in the medical industry, which really inspired me to continue on this journey. It gives me immense 
satisfaction to help heal people and see them get back to normal life. 

How has the journey with Fortis been? How have you grown professionally? 
I joined Fortis in January 2010, which makes me 8 years old in the organization. I have grown a lot in these years for which I give full 
credit to my team in Emergency. We have regular training on new technologies and procedures. These trainings have helped me 
grow professionally and I continue to grow to each day.  

Conversation

My mother, Mrs. Harminder Grewal, was in the hospital from 9th till the 17th of Dec 2017 under the care of Dr. Praveen Gupta, 
the CCM team and Dr. Manoj Goel. This included a couple of very difficult days.

My mother sends her blessings, gratitude and good tidings to the doctors, nurses and staff who took such good care of her...to 
each one of them and their families. Mama specially mentioned that every Nurse (ICU 7 & 5th floor) was patient, caring and 
always took care of her every need...shared her stories, did Kirtan and even sang Punjabi bholiyan with her :-)

They will forever be a part of our prayers. 

And for the team of doctors, I can only say that they will remain our go-to team, 
trusted colleagues and dearer friends than ever before.  Thank you! 

Shikha (like family), as usual was always 'first' ring away. 

Sandhya and Deepti...along with the F&B team totally indulged her. 

Purna was, as usual, cheerful, organised and proactive. A big thank you!!!

A special mention for our two ICU 7 security staff - Sandeep and Dilip. Sanjit and I 
have seen them run around for all the families waiting outside. They do a 
phenomenal job in managing and dealing with everyone's emotions, taking 
permissions to let them meet their patients and much more...courteously...tirelessly.

To the management... thank you for the courtesy extended. The gesture at the time of 
discharge was indeed special and left a sense of belonging and pride. :-) 

Appreciated by: Ms. Harminder Kaur, patient, and Dr. Atamjot and Mr. Sanjit, 
family members

Appreciation for:  Dr Mahima  

Mr. Bijoy Yohanna, Staff Nurse, 
Emergency Department at 

Fortis Hospital Shalimar Bagh 

Fortis Memorial Research Institute, 
Gurugram  Harminder Grewal

January 2018
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Region: North & East

Fortis Hospital and Kidney Institute, Rasbehari Avenue, Kolkata

Fortis Hospital, Mohali

Fortis Hospital, Noida

Fortis Psyched is India's 1st and only National Psychological Quiz 
to raise awareness about Mental Health

Did you
know?

I'd like to extend an extremely positive feedback for Ms. Ritu Malhotra (corporate and PSU billing section) for her 
dedication, warmth and exceptional customer service. 

My father (Mr. Gurcharan Singh) has been admitted over 9 times at your hospital in 
the past month for dialysis treatment and the experience of liaising with Ms. Ritu 
has been great. 

While we have engaged with several hospitals in Delhi NCR, we are yet to find an 
employee who is as efficient and solution oriented as her. 

Thanks and looking forward to more such positive encounters in 2018. 

Appreciated by: Mr. Gurucharan Singh, patient and Pavleen Kaur, daughter 

Appreciation for: Ms. Ritu Malhotra (Corporate Help Desk - PCS)

I was admitted in Fortis Hospital at Rasbehari Avenue, Kolkata in a very critical condition due to wrong treatment of 
Doctors of a reputed private hospital at Howrah. I was under treatment of Dr. R. K. Gopal Krishnan and Dr. Upal Sengupta. 
They saved my life not only by giving proper and best treatment but also by extending full cooperation for every moment. 
Their assistance, their support, their professional knowledge saved my life. All other Doctors, Nursing staff supported me 
like a family member.

I do not find anything for which I can make any complaints. Besides that the efficiency and support of Mr. Baishpayan 
Mukherjee made my days in Fortis Hospital not only comfortable but also trouble free and I feel his careful attention 
every moment. And I feel happy for full cooperation by Mr. Amit Mukherjee, and Mr. Aritra. And my family is also obliged 
by the service provided by Fortis Hospital.

Appreciated by: Mr. Srikumar Goswami, patient
Appreciation for:  All Team members.

My father Mr. Satwinder Singh's UHID: 607724 kidney transplant was done by Dr.Priyadarshi Ranjan at Fortis Mohali last 
month. We feel deeply obliged and express our sincere gratitude for his guidance, reassurance and successful transplant. 
My father was struggling with dialysis since 6 months and he had no hope for survival. More important than that I was 
very scared about kidney donation but Ranjan sir made the surgery so swift and comfortable that I was back to normal in a 
week after my surgery. We came to know about Dr. Ranjan by one of his previous patients and Whatever we heard about 
Dr. Ranjan, he and his team proved miles beyond that. I have no words to express 
except to say that Dr. Ranjan is not only a gifted surgeon but also a gifted person 
from heaven. Thank you sir, Dr. Nitin, Dr. Varun and all the Fortis Mohali team for 
giving new life to my father.

Appreciated by: Mr. Satwinder Singh, patient and his daughter
Appreciation for: Dr. Priyadarshi Ranjan, his team and entire hospital staff

Ms. Ritu Malhotra Corporate 
Help Desk  PCS, Fortis Hospital, Noida

Fortis Hospital, Mohali 

January 2018
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Fortis Hospital, BG Road, Bengaluru

Region: South & West

Fortis Hospital, Kalyan, Mumbai 

Based on an emergency, I was admitted in your hospital on 26-Oct-2017 for a checkup. On an examination by 
the doctors in the emergency ward, I was advised to get myself admitted in the hospital and move me to CCU 
ward as the matter was a bit serious. I was examined by various doctors, Dr Smriti Shetty, Dr Siddhant at the 
ward level and Dr Ashish Parekh, Dr Vivek Padegal and chief Dr Shashidhar. They were of the opinion that I 
was developing pneumonia and my intention of planting a pacemaker immediately could not be accepted. A 
series of tests were undertaken and doctors came to a conclusion that lot of water accumulation was present 
up to lungs level. As a post treatment, the entire water accumulation had to be removed, only then the 
pacemaker implantation would be successful, necessary arrangements were made accordingly.
During the tenure of my hospitalization in the CCU, I was looked after by the nurses although many of them 
were having different shift duties.
I specifically mention the following duty nurses who had given me an EXCELLENT and WONDERFUL service. 
They were dedicated to the duties with conscience. I am naming them all as under:
Abhilash, Robin, Nishna, Sachin, Sampatha Kumar, Evangeline, Rahi, Ansu,  Anuradha,  Suhasini, Annie, 
Alekhya,  Abhilasha 
After my initial treatment, I was re-admitted for my breathlessness, which also had to be essentially done 
before the pacemaker implantation. I had spent almost a month in the CCU and I was looked after by all the 
nursing staff stated above, who rendered their services to the BEST possible care and without any reluctance. 
It's my bound duty that I should not deny this fact to the Fortis Management. I am highly 
indebted and would offer my personal thanks to the below mentioned nursing staff who 
had taken personal interest and gave me all encouragement. I request FORTIS Management 
to give any special award / monetary benefits to above mentioned staff for the EXCELLENT 
service rendered during my hospitalization.
In conclusion, I would like to thank the Fortis management and all senior and junior doctors, 
namely:
Dr Shashidhar, Dr Ashish Parekh, Dr Vivek Padegal, Dr Smrithi Shetty,  Dr Siddhant, Dr Sharol 
Dr Abhinav, who have all played an important role for my recovery.
Thank you once again,
Appreciated by: Subramanian Venkatesh, patient 
Appreciation for: 
Doctors' team - Dr Shashidhar,  Dr Ashish Parekh,  Dr Vivek Padegal,  Dr 
Smrithi Shetty,  Dr Siddhant,  Dr Sharol and Dr Abhinav, who have all 
played an important role for my recovery.
Nurses' team - Abhilash, Robin, Nishna,  Sachin,  Sampatha Kumar,  
Evangeline,  Rahi,  Ansu, Anuradha, Suhasini, Annie,  Alekhya,  Abhilasha 

Myself Son of Mr. Chandramani Kapse. I lost my mobile on 1st Dec'17, while I was sleeping at level 1 during morning time from 
5:30 am to 7:00 am. As per CCTV Footage it was identified that an unknown person came around 6:30am and stole my mobile 
which was kept beside me, then went out. 

Security of the hospital came to know this thing and the whole team started searching. They took lot of efforts to find the thief. 
They showed his photo to every ward, staff, doctors, nurse even outside hawkers and rikshawala. They took these efforts for 
whole two days and finally caught the thief on Sunday morning and handed over to police. I am very thankful to them because 
they not only caught the thief but also took efforts to return my mobile back to me in safe hands.

I would always appreciate their work and honesty towards their responsibility. 
Keep up the good work so that everyone feel safe in the hospital premises at all 
times.

Once again thank you to Fortis security management and staffs for all the 
support.

Appreciated by: Sagar Chandramani Kapse

Appreciation for: Mr. Chandrakant Gadhave (Safety & Security Head) & 
Security Team 

Dr Ashish Parekh

Dr Siddanth

Dr SharolDr Abhinav

Dr Smrithi

Dr.Shasidhar

Dr Vivek Anand 
Padegal

Ansa, Ariya, Jui, Jina and Subi  

Mr. Chandrakant Gadhave (Safety &  Security Head) 
& Security Team,  Fortis Hospital, Kalyan, Mumbai

January 2018



A Little Extra Care

Fortis Foundation supported Anti-Tobacco Campaign bears 
fruit: Over 18,800 challans issued across Haryana
Fortis Foundation has joined hands with 
Haryana Police and Sambandh Health 
Foundation to implement the Cigarettes 
and Other Tobacco Products Act, 2003 
(COTPA), which prohibits people smoking in 
public places. As part of the campaign, the 
police in Gurugram, Faridabad, Panchkula, 
Ambala, Jhajjar and Sonipat have imposed 
fines on people smoking at public places. 

According to the police, over 18,800 
challans have been issued ever since the 
awareness drive was launched about a year 
ago. Dr Vedant Kabra, Director, Dept of 
Surgical Oncology at FMRI has played an 
instrumental role in the campaign. Fortis 
Foundation is committed to continue 
supporting the drive to make Haryana 
COTPA compliant.

Fo r t i s  Fo u n d a t i o n ' s  A A N C H A L  
programme supports the surgeries of 
children with Congenital Heart Defect 
under its initiative Umeed-Dhadkan and 
Cleft Lip and Palate deformities under its 
initiative Umeed-Smile. This four-minute 
clip describes the journey of a few of the 
4,331 children whose lives we have 
touched. The film can be viewed on
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bP
WggzjpR8&t=42s.

Fortis Foundation's short film focuses on kids who underwent 
surgeries under AANCHAL programme
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Fortis conducted close to 200 traffic signal activations 
to promote clean air initiative, last year

Did you
know?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bPWggzBjpR8&t=42s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bPWggzBjpR8&t=42s


Awards & Accolades

'Diabetes with Delight: A Joyful Guide to Managing 
Diabetes in India,' a comprehensive manual on the 
subject by Dr Anoop Misra, Chairman, Fortis C-DOC, 
was recently released at the World Book Fair 2018, 
New Delhi. The event witnessed a conversation 
between the author, Mr Vinod Dua, a leading television 
personality, and Dr Narottam Puri, Medical Advisor - 
Fortis Healthcare and Advisor (Health Services) - FICCI. 

The book, published by Bloomsbury, is an insightful and 
educative guide which enables readers to understand 
how diabetes can affect our mental, emotional and 
physical wellbeing and can be prevented as well as 
managed effectively through some simple, methodical 
steps.

Dr Nalini Bansal Gupta, Senior Histo-pathologist, SRL Ltd, Fortis Escort, New Delhi, has launched a free educational website 
on Endoscopic Ultrasound and Cytology images. The website, "www.euscytology.com", is reported to be the first of its kind 
in the world. The website has high quality endoscopic ultrasound and pathology images of normal, benign and malignant 
lesions, including those related to pancreatic cytology and other luminal cytology cases.

Endoscopic ultrasoundguided fine-needle aspiration (EUS-FNA) cytology is an emerging diagnostic modality used in the 
diagnosis of gastro-enterico-pancreatic lesions. This website provides data on EUS cytology in a comprehensive manner. The 
website has rich content and is easily navigable. It will enable endoscopists, gastroenterologists, students and practising 
pathologists to understand the subject easily.

'Diabetes with Delight' by Dr Anoop Misra, Chairman, Fortis C-DOC, 
launched at World Book Fair 2018, New Delhi

Dr Nalini Bansal Gupta of SRL, Fortis Escorts, New Delhi, launches 
website on Endoscopic Ultrasound and Cytology

Dr Anoop Misra, Mr Vinod Dua and Dr Narottam Puri at a 
panel discussion at the book's launch

The website's home pageDr Nalini Bansal Gupta, Senior Histo-pathologist, 
SRL Ltd, Fortis Escorts, New Delhi
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Fortis Hospital, Anandapur, Kolkata, organised a convocation ceremony for the sixth batch of its in-house specialisation 
course in Critical Care Nursing (CCNP) and Gynaecology-Obstetrics Nursing along with a welcome ceremony for the seventh 
batch.

The ceremony began with lamp lighting in the presence of Mr Samir Singh, Zonal Director; Dr Y.Paliwal, Critical Care 
Intensivist; Dr Sambit Das, Medical Service Head; Dr D.Kaikho; Ms Doli Biswas, Chief Nursing Officer; Ms Sathya A. Kumar, 
Deputy Chief Nursing Officer, and other eminent staff members. 

The participants of the course

Dr Ajay Kumar, Chairman, Fortis Escorts Liver & 
Digestive Diseases Institute (FELDDI)

The inauguration ceremony 

Convocation ceremony for sixth batch of Critical Care Nursing 
& Obs-Gyn Nursing specialisation courses held at Fortis Anandapur

Dr Ajay Kumar of Fortis Escorts Liver 
& Digestive Diseases Institute named 
National President Elect of Indian 
Society of Gastroenterology 

Dr Ajay Kumar, Chairman, Fortis Escorts Liver & Digestive 
Diseases Institute (FELDDI) has been named the National 
President Elect of 'Indian Society of Gastroenterology.' Dr 
Kumar will take over as the President of the association from 
November 2018 and his tenure will continue till November 
2019. 

Dr Kumar has over three3 decades of experience in the field of 
Gastroenterology, Hepatology and Therapeutic Endoscopy. He 
has been conferred with several prestigious recognitions, 
including the Dr B. C. Roy award by the President of India, in 
2008. He has published several papers in his field of expertise.
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Photo feature

Fortis facilities across the country celebrated Republic Day with great
fanfare. Here are some glimpses:

Dr. Simmardeep Singh Gill, ZD, FMRI, with his team 
on Republic Day celebration at the unit

Dr. Ajay Bhalla, Director, Dept of Gastroenterology, 
Fortis Hospital, Noida hosting the national flag 

in presence of the security team and others

Col Chehal, Dr Kousar Ali Shah, ZD, Fortis 
Escorts, with Fortis Escorts team. Flag was 

hoisted by a patient's attendant

Flag Hoisting Ceremony at Fortis Flt. Lt. Rajan Dhall Hospital, Vasant Kunj, New Delhi

Facility Director Mr. Hardeep Singh with team Fortis Escorts, Faridabad

Fortis Shalimar Bagh
team at the 

Flag Hoisting ceremony 
on the Republic Day

Fortis Hospital, Kalyan. Facility 
Director Dr Supriya Amey was 
joined by Chief Guest, Dr. Nitin 
Chitnis, President, IMA-Kalyan

17January 2018

Glimpse of the  
Republic day celebration 

at Fortis Hospital Ludhiana
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Fortis Healthcare’s #MoretoGive campaign was the finalist 
at the Effies 2016, APAC Effies and Cannes 2017

Did you
know?

Dr Padma Puppala, Anaesthetist, hoisted 
the tricolour at Fortis Mohali

The ceremony was led by Mr Vijay Sethi (Director Administration and Hospitality), 
along with the teams of Fortis Hospital, Mulund, Mumbai

Fortis Malar celebrates the Republic Day

Republic Day celebration image from SL Raheja Hospital- A Fortis 
Associate. Hon Milind Yadekar, Senior Police Inspector, 

Mahim Police Station, was the chief guest for this ceremony

Flag hoisting by Dr. Sandeep Nayak, Additional Director, 
Medical oncology,

 Fortis Hospital, B.G. Road, Bengaluru

Mr. Samir Singh, ZD, Fortis Healthcare (East) hoists the national 
flag at Fortis Hospital Anandapur on occasion of Republic Day

Flag Hosting by  Dr  Rajeev Lochan Tiwari, Director, Anaesthesia, 
Fortis Escorts Hospital, Jaipur

Flag hoisting by Mr. Praveen Wali, Admin Head, 
Fortis Hospital, C.G. Road, Bengaluru

January 2018
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Answers to last
month's quiz

1. Fortis Escorts Hospital, Jaipur
2.  Fortis Flt Lt Rajan Dhall Hospital, 
 Vasant Kunj
3.  Everyday Leadership
4.  Extra Corporeal Membrane Oxygenation
5.  Tamil Nadu
6.  NABH
7.  Fortis Hospital, Noida
8.  Viswanathan Anand
9.  Jairam Thakur
10. December 1, 2017

Send in your answers to supportoffice.communications@fortishealthcare.com
by February 24, 2018.  Do mention your full name, designation, phone number

and location. The subject line of your e-mail should mention “Answers to Quiz -
(Month and Year).” Five LUCKY winners amongst the all correct entries

will be selected through draw of lots. Hurry!!

Trivia

1.  Name the Fortis hospital that has launched the 'Sinergia' 
programme?

2.   Smoking in public spaces is prohibited under which law?
3.  Name the book on Diabetes management written by

Dr Anoop Misra, Chairman, Fortis C-DOC?
4.   Approximately how many school students have benefitted 

from the Fortis School Mental Health Programme?
5.    Whose life inspired the Bollywood movie, PadMan?
6.  Dr Ajay Kumar, who has been named the National 

President Elect of 'Indian Society of Gastroenterology' is 
the Chairman of which Fortis entity?

7.   Which Fortis hospital celebrated the 6th annerversary of 
'Creation'?

8.  How many medals did Deepak Negi at the 19th Oceania 
Master Athletics Championships, Dunedin, New Zealand?

9.  Name the rocket that was used to launch a car in space 
recently?

10. With which instrument is Vidwan Umayalpuram K. 
Sivaraman associated?

Quiz : January 2018

Split a side - Have a laugh

Ajay Singh Rana 
Assistant Supervisor, Purchase, 

Fortis Hospital, Mohali 

Jai Prakash Gupta
Head, HR, Fortis Hospital and Kidney Institute, Kolkata

Rajeev Tuteja
Assistant Manager (Receivable) Finance & Accounts

Fortis Escorts Hospital, Jaipur

Aastha Bhatia
Head, HR, Fortis Escorts Hospital, Amritsar

Priyanka Tripathi
Coordinator – Clinical Research, Fortis Escorts Hospital, Faridabad

The five lucky winners were picked by 
Dr. Ritu Garg, Chief Patient Experience Officer, 

Fortis Healthcare Ltd.

Do you have a hilarious personal anecdote to share? Send a brief write-up (150-200 words) to
supportoffice.communications@fortishealthcare.com

along with your name, designation, location and contact number by the 15th of next month.
You could win a prize if your entry is selected for publication.

Dentist: Don’t worry, it will take me only a minute to pull your tooth out.
Patient: And how much will it cost me?
Dentist: Rs 500.
Patient: For a 1 minute job??
Dentist: If you prefer, I can keep pulling for an hour.

Lucky 
Draw

WinnersWinners
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Produced by Support Office Communications Team
Please send your feedback to 

supportoffice.communications@fortishealthcare.com

HAPPY 
WEDDING

Dr. Manveen Kaur 
FMRI

Atul Pratap Singh 
FEHI

Apoorva Saxena 
FEHI

Anju Kaintura 
Dehradun

Harneet 
Kaur
Fortis 
C-DOC

Baby of Jasmine Varghese
Noida

Baby of Lalu Thomas T
FEHI

Baby of Geetika
Mohali

Baby of Charu Batra
La Femme Shalimar Bagh

Baby of Dr. Leena Kanw
Faridabad

Baby of Imran Ahmed
FEHI

Baby of Abhishek
FEHI

Baby of Amanpreet Kaur
Mohali

Baby of Anju Varghese
Faridabad

Baby of Anusmitha Sebastian
Faridabad

Baby of Sutha A
Kalyan

Pooja Gupta
Faridabad

Nisha Varghese
Jaipur

Thounaojam Indira Devi 
FEHI

Reshmi Saha 
FHKI, Kolkatta

Khushboo Chauhan
Vasant Kunj

Sweety
Noida

Kavita Meht
FMRI

Sinu James
Noida

NEW ADDITIONS TO YOUR FAMILY


